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Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi
An unflinching portrayal of the slave trade explores its
impact down the generations, from 18th-century west Africa to
the modern-day US.
The Homegoing, a song by Chigger Hill Boys, Terri on Spotify
In Yaa Gyasi's début novel, “Homegoing” (Knopf), a boy
greeting the line of mourners at his grandfather's funeral
encounters a beautiful girl.
NPR Choice page
Winner of the PEN/ Hemingway Award Winner of the NBCC's John
Leonard Award Shortlisted for the British Book Award - Debut
of the Year A New York Times.

Book review: Family ties are the shackles of slavery in Yaa
Gyasi’s Homegoing - The National
A young girl waits at Gee's Bend, Alabama (), Yaa Gyasi's home
state. Her debut novel Homegoing is an epic about the lives of
two sisters.
Home | The Homegoing Lady
Yaa Gyasi's debut novel Homegoing is a historical fiction
novel that starts in the late s during the apex of the Trans
Atlantic Slave Trade.
Yaa Gyasi’s “Homegoing” | The New Yorker
The young recipient of NPR's Debut Novel of the Year last year
for Homegoing, the much lauded Gyasi was today awarded the
National Book.
Homegoing review: Generations united and divided by colour
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Related books: Research on Social Work and Disasters,
Imaginary Role Model, Das Rätsel von Burg Schreckenstein
(German Edition), Death by Jealousy (Caribbean Murder Series,
Book 6), Indian Writing in English: New Critical Perspectives.

There were so many characters, spread through so many
generations that I wanted to know more. Instead, she found the
experience much more personal and The Homegoing than she
expected as she gained The Homegoing insights into who she is
and where she came from, insights which ultimately changed her
life. Sign up to the weekly Irish Times books newsletter for
features, podcasts and .
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to. It transmutes, so that sometimes you cannot see that the
evil in the world began as the evil in your home. Goodness "
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